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Electronic structure and spin polarization of MnxGa1ÀxN
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We presentab initio pseudopotential–density-functional calculations for the electronic structure of the dilute
magnetic semiconductor MnxGa12xN, with a realisticx50.063, in its ordered ferromagnetic phase. We find
that the introduction of Mn results in the formation of a 100% spin polarized;1.5 eV-wide impurity band,
primarily due to hybridization of Mn 3d and N 2p orbitals. This band renders the material half metallic and
supports effective-mass transport within it. As such, MnxGa12xN is a highly suitable material for spin injectors.
Coupled with the previously reported high Curie temperature and inherent compatibility with GaN technology
of this material, it emerges as a serious candidate for the next generation of spintronic devices.
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Dilute magnetic semiconductors~DMS’s! have attracted
considerable attention, because they hold the promise o
ing electronspin, in addition to itscharge, for creating a new
class of ‘‘spintronic’’ semiconductor devices with unpre
edented functionality. The suggested applications inclu
e.g., ‘‘spin field effect transistors,’’1 which could allow for
software reprogramming of the microprocessor hardw
during run time, semiconductor-based ‘‘spin valves,’’2 which
would result in high-density nonvolatile semiconduct
memory chips, and even ‘‘spin qubits,’’3 to be used as the
basic building block for quantum computing.

Over the last five years attention was paid primarily
MnxGa12xAs, for several reasons. First, significant brea
throughs in the nonequilibrium growth of MnxGa12xAs, pio-
neered by Ohno and co-workers,4 has enabled its practica
growth with stoichiometric amounts of Mn (x as high as
;0.1.5! Second, this material has been experimentally c
firmed to be ferromagnetic, with a Curie temperature as h
as 110 K.4 Third, MnxGa12xAs alloys are inherently compat
ible with existing GaAs technology, resulting in the practic
realization of device structures combining ferromagnetic a
nonmagnetic layers.6 Last, but by no means least, injectio
of spin-polarized holes has been observed experimentall7–9

and supported theoretically,10 proving that ‘‘spintronic’’ de-
vices are feasible.

A significant limitation of MnxGa12xAs-based spintronic
technology is that the Curie temperature is well below
room temperature. Dietlet al. predicted theoretically, base
on a Zener model, that an alloy of MnxGa12xN, with an
amount of Mn comparable to that used in MnxGa12xAs,
should result in a Curie temperature exceeding ro
temperature.11 Of course, GaN is a technologically importa
material in its own right due to its applications in numero
devices, most notably the blue solid-state laser.12 The predic-
tion of Dietl et al. led to a flurry of recent experimental13–19

and theoretical20–24 investigations of MnxGa12xN.
On the experimental side, wurtzite MnxGa12xN was

grown successfully by five independent groups,
microcrystalline,13 bulk,14 epitaxial,15,16 Mn-implanted,17,18

and Mn-doped19 form, with an x as high as 0.005, 0.03
0.14,15 0.1, and 0.03, respectively. The microcrystalline m
terial was found to be paramagnetic and the epitaxial m
rial appeared to have a Curie temperature of;10–25 K. In
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contrast, the ion-implanted and doped layers displayed a v
high Curie temperature of;250 K and up to 370 K, respec
tively, in reasonable agreement with the theory.

On the theoretical side, Litvinov and Dugaev used
model based on virtual acceptor level—valence-band tra
tions to provide a detailed, quantitative prediction of the d
pendence of the Curie temperature on the Mn concentrat
for various wurtzite III-N alloys.20 Fong et al. used a tight-
binding approach to study the Mn impurity in GaN,21

Katayama-Yoshida and co-workers used the local-density
proximation~LDA ! to study the density of states~DOS! for
ordered MnxGa12xN with x50.25 ~Ref. 22!, and the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent potential approximati
~KKR-CPA! method to study the DOS of disordered Ga
with 5% of various transition metals, including Mn.23 Fi-
nally, van Schilfgaarde and Myrasov used LDA to study t
effect of Mn clustering in zinc blende GaN.24

As mentioned above, a successful operation of spintro
devices requires more than a ferromagnetic semiconducto
requires the support of spin-polarized transport so that s
polarized charge carriers may be injected into a nonmagn
semiconductor. As opposed to MnxGa12xAs, to the best of
our knowledge this issue has not been tackled either exp
mentally or theoretically for MnxGa12xN. In this paper, we
examine the theoretical limits to spin-polarized transport
wurtzite MnxGa12xN, with a realistic x50.063, by using
first-principles calculations based on spin-polarized dens
functional theory. We find that Mn 3d and N 2p hybridiza-
tion results in an impurity band that makes the materialhalf
metallic and therefore ideal for spin injection. We sugge
that if technological barriers can be overcome, MnxGa12xN
is preferable to MnxGa12xAs not only because of its highe
Curie temperature, but also because its band structur
much more suitable for spin injection.

All calculations presented below were performed by us
ab initio pseudopotentials within density-functional theor
with a plane-wave basis.25 We employed the local-spin
density approximation, implemented using the Perdew-W
exchange-correlation functional,26 and used Troullier-
Martins pseudopotentials27 cast into the separable Kleinman
Bylander form.28 Electron configurations of 4s1.754p0.253d5

~Mn!, 2s22p3 ~N!, and 4s24p14d0 ~Ga!, with s/p/d cutoff
radii ~in a.u.! of 1.90/2.59/2.00, 1.50/1.50, and 2.99/2.5
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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2.99, respectively, were used for generating pseudopo
tials. The nonlinear partial core-correction scheme of Lo
et al.29 was used for the Mn and the Ga pseudopotentials
plane-wave cutoff energy of 80 Ry and a 43434 k-point
sampling scheme were used to guarantee convergence.

It is important to note that the above Ga pseudopoten
does not treat the Ga 3d electrons as valence electrons, a
treats them only implicitly via the nonlinear core correctio
However, Fiorentiniet al.30 correctly noted that the Ga 3d
electrons interact with the N 2s electrons, and therefor
pseudopotential computations that do not consider Gad
electrons explicitly should be viewed with caution. Spec
cally, Fiorentiniet al. argued that structural parameters m
be underestimated and the semiconductor band gap ma
overestimated. In light of this, and in order to test the qua
of our pseudopotential, we also computed structural
electronic MnxGa12xN properties using a 3d104s24p1

pseudopotential~with s/p/d cutoff radii of 2.19/2.19/2.19!
and a plane-wave cutoff energy of 90 Ry.

Structural optimization of pure wurtzite GaN with an
without explicit consideration of the Ga 3d electrons resulted
in a lattice constant ofa53.20 Å and 3.165 Å, ac/a ratio
of 1.630 and 1.620, and an internal coordinate valueu of
0.3780 and 0.3775, respectively. Thus, neglecting to trea
3d electrons explicitly results in a reasonably small 2.8
underestimate of the unit-cell volume. Both sets of numb
are in very good agreement with experiment and with pre
ous LDA-pseudopotential calculations.31

All Mn xGa12xN calculations were performed within a 32
atom supercell, constructed from 23232 standard unit cells
of the wurtzite structure. One Ga atom was replaced wit
Mn atom, resulting in MnxGa12xN with x50.063. Because
the supercell contains only one Mn atom and because
infinite crystal is constructed by exact replications of th
supercell, all Mn atoms have the same neighboring ato
and possess the same spin. Therefore, the MnxGa12xN phase
so constructed isferromagnetic and orderedby definition.
This suffices for establishing the theoretical limits to sp
polarization in MnxGa12xN, because disorder effects~e.g.,
alloy disorder, Mn clustering, phase segregation, etc.!, as
well as the limited stability of the ferromagnetic phase, w
clearly only serve to impede spin-polarized transport in th
materials.

Partial density-of-states curves were computed by dec
volving the obtained wave functions over atomic orbitals
valence electrons. Spheres of;1.3 Å, ;1.3 Å, and
;0.8 Å for Mn, Ga, and N, respectively, centered arou
each atom, were used for the deconvolution. The sphere
are close to the covalent radii of the atomic species involv
The resulting density of states was only weakly dependen
the radius chosen, within a range of several tenths of A
stroms around this radius.

Using the simplified~no 3d electrons! Ga pseudopoten
tial, we have explicitly allowed for structural relaxation
the MnxGa12xN structure, by allowing each atom to mov
under the forces exerted by the electrons and the other at
We found that the introduction of Mn had a non-negligib
effect only on the position of the first shell of N neighbor
where the Mn-N bond length was elongated by a small 3
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without destroying the tetrahedral symmetry. Subsequ
shells were left unperturbed. The degree of bond elonga
and the lack of perturbation to subsequent shells are in
cellent agreement with recent x-ray-absorption fine-struct
measurements.32 A reduced coordination number consiste
with Mn clustering was found experimentally, but is abse
in our simulations of the ideally ordered alloy. As previous
noted for MnxGa12xAs and MnxIn12xAs,10 the computed
structural relaxation effects were small and were found
have negligible consequences on electronic and magn
properties.

Our calculations find a global magnetic moment of 4mB
per supercell. This value is in agreement with the magn
moment of 5mB for the free Mn atom, which is reduced t
4mB in the lattice because the Mn impurity acts as an acc
tor.

Calculations for the density of states performed at
relaxed MnxGa12xN structural configuration without treatin
Ga 3d electrons, and at the unrelaxed MnxGa12xN structural
consideration with explicit treatment of Ga 3d electrons, are
shown in Fig. 1. It is readily observed that the Ga 3d elctrons
do indeed interact with deep N 2s states, in agreement with
Fiorentini et al.30 However, it is clear that the effect of thi
interaction of the valence and conduction bands~as well as
the effect of relaxation! is negligible. While the computed
band gap is indeed smaller when Ga 3d electrons are con-
sidered explicitly, it is only smaller by an insignifican
;0.1 eV. Therefore, all subsequent calculations were p
formed without explicit consideration of 3d electrons, which
greatly simplified the numerical aspects of the computati

In Fig. 1, both majority- and minority-spin componen
display a band gap, indicating that the introduction of Mn d
not destroy the semiconducting nature of the material. T
band gap is;2.8 eV. This value is somewhat higher tha
our computed valued for pure GaN,;2.4 eV, due to the
effect of Mn alloying. However, it is still lower than the
experimental GaN band-gap value of;3.4 eV. This is rea-
sonable, because density-functional theory is well known
underestimate semiconductor band gaps.25 The most striking
result of the introduction of Mn is the formation of a Mn

FIG. 1. Density-of-states curves for wurtzite Mn0.063Ga0.937N.
Solid line: Ga 3d electrons treated as core electrons. Dashed l
Ga 3d electrons treated explicitly as valence electrons.
3-2
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related, ideally spin-polarizedimpurity band. This band is
;1.5 eV wide, and is separated from the valence band
;0.2 eV. Importantly, the Fermi level is within the impurit
band. Therefore, if charge carriers within it are sufficien
mobile, then carriers injected from the MnxGa12xN layer
will have ideal 100% spin-polarization. The introduction
Mn did not spin polarize the valence band noticeably, b
caused a non-negligible spin polarization of the conduct
band. These findings are in general agreement with the K
CPA results of Ref. 23, except for the vanishing semicond
tor band gap in that study.

The above findings can be rationalized by means of p
tial DOS for the Mn 3d and N 2p orbitals ~found to domi-
nate the spin-polarization effects!, given in Fig. 2. Clearly,
the majority-spin impurity band is due to a broadening of
discrete Mn 3d impurity level, via hybridization with N 2p
orbitals. It appears to be an intermediate case between
more extreme cases: the first is that of a discrete Mn-rela
level, found both theoretically21,24and experimentally33 to be
;1 eV to 1.5 eV above the valence-band edge in the isola
Mn impurity limit. The second is that of a spin-polarize
feature that is indistinguishable from the valence band, p
viously found for a Mn concentration ofx50.25.22 For the
minority spin, Mn 3d levels with a much smaller degree o
hybridization are found at the bottom of the conducti
band. Turning to the valence band, the contribution of Mnd
states to the majority spin is slightly larger than their con
bution to the minority spin. However, their overall weight
negligible and the valence band is effectively nonpolarize

The presence of a spin-polarized bandper se is not a
sufficient condition for efficient charge injection. An add
tional requirement is that charge carriers within the sp
polarized band are sufficiently mobile. To assess this,
calculated the band-structure diagrams. These are give
Fig. 3, where the bands are plotted for several hi
symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone.

Figure 3 shows that we are still dealing with a dire
band-gap semiconductor, as both the conduction-band m
mum and the valence-band maximum are at theG point. But
this semiconductor now contains a spin-polarized impu
band, which features a significant dispersion along some
rections of the Brillouin zone. With the Fermi level runnin

FIG. 2. Partial density-of-states curves for wurtz
Mn0.063Ga0.937N. Solid lines: Mn 3d. Dashed lines: N 2p.
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through this impurity band, we find that Mn0.063Ga0.937N is
half metallic. It possesses a Fermi surface for the majo
spin, but is devoid of one for the minority spin. This
clearly an ideal situation for spin injection, as 100% spin
polarized carrier injection may proceed by simple effectiv
mass transport in the impurity band.

Inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that the impurity band disp
sion is negligible along thec axis of the Brillouin zone~e.g.,
alongG to A or H to K), but is significant in the hexagona
plane~e.g., alongA to L or M to G). This is a direct result of
the details of our supercell construction, which makes
distance between neighboring Mn atoms along thec axis
larger then their distance on the hexagonal plane by thec/a
ratio of 1.62. We conclude that the Mn-Mn in-plane distan
of ;6.4 Å produces significant hybridization, but the ou
of-plane Mn-Mn distance of;10.3 does not. This provides
convenient lower and upper bound, respectively, for
minimal Mn-Mn distance required for obtaining significa
impurity band dispersion. We note that for the minority sp
the non-hybridized Mn 3d orbitals seen in Fig. 2 are clearl
manifested as nearly dispersion-free states in the conduc
band. These states are useless for effective mass tran
purposes and are merely localized Mn 3d states in resonanc
with the conduction band.

In practice, the position of the Fermi level is determin
by ‘‘unintentional doping’’ of defects and residual impuritie
If these effects are significant, ‘‘Fermi-level engineering
performed by adding a different donor or acceptor species~in
trace amounts, such that the band structure is not affec!,
may be required for bringing the Fermi level to within th
impurity band. Such engineering need be done with care
would also affect the free-carrier density and therefore
Curie temperature.11,20 We stress that particular attentio
must be paid to the appropriate design of the interface, wh
the Fermi-level position may be significantly altered due
interface states.34 In addition, the practical attainment o
‘‘pure’’ bandlike transport also depends on the degree of
der in the material, with hopping conductivity increasing s
nificantly at the expense of bandlike transport with incre
ing disorder.35 As both defect and disorder effects a
strongly growth and sample dependent, and do not affect

FIG. 3. Band-structure diagram along selected high-symm
directions of the Brillouin zone of wurtzite Mn0.063Ga0.937N.
3-3
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discussion of the ultimate performance limits, they are
pursued further here.

It is very instructive to compare the present findings to
similar computation we have reported previously for zi
blende MnxGa12xAs, with the same Mn concentration ofx
50.063.10 Interestingly, the behavior of MnxGa12xN is not
just quantitatively different from that of MnxGa12xAs ~larger
band gap!, but is also strikingly differentqualitatively. In
MnxGa12xAs, the introduction of Mn caused a significa
spin splitting of the valence band, a much smaller splitting
the conduction band, and did not result in an independ
impurity band—the exact opposite of the present resu
Physically, these sharp differences are due to the natur
the Mn impurity. In GaAs, Mn is ashallowacceptor, situated
;0.1 eV above the valence-band maximum in the isola
impurity limit.36 It therefore hybridizes primarily with the
valence band, and completely merges with it for a few p
cent of Mn. In contrast, Mn is a deep acceptor in GaN
forming a level that is well over an eV above the valenc
band maximum. Its interaction with the valence band
therefore much smaller and the introduction of Mn bar
polarizes the valence band. Forx50.063, the impurity band
does not hybridize to an extent sufficient for merging w
the valence band.

The different physics of Mn in GaAs and GaN may ha
profound practical implications. Whereas in GaAs the wid
of the 100% spin-polarized feature is small~bounded be-
tween 0.1 and 0.5 eV10,37!, in GaN we find that it is
;1.5 eV. This much increased width should result in mu
a

te
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greater immunity to both defect effects on the Fermi-le
position and disorder effects on the band structure. We
that GaN is superior to GaAs not only in having an eleva
Curie temperature, but also in having an electronic struct
that is much more suitable for spin-polarized charge tra
port and potentially much more tolerant to technologic
limitations.

In conclusion, we have used density-functional-theo
based calculations to elucidate the electronic structure of
dered, ferromagnetic MnxGa12xN with an experimentally re-
alistic Mn content. Our physical conclusions we
independent of whether Ga 3d electrons were considere
explicitly or not. We found that MnxGa12xN possesses a
;1.5-eV-wide impurity band, which is primarily due to hy
bridization of Mn 3d and N 2p orbitals. This band render
the material half metallic and supports effective-mass tra
port within it. This unique feature, together with the prev
ously suggested high Curie temperature and inherent c
patibility with GaN technology, makes MnxGa12xN a
potentially ideal material for spin-injection applications.
technological limitations can be overcome, it may emerge
a significant material for modern spintronic devices.
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